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President’s Message – DECEMBER

Our annual conference at Barberville was a
success as reported last month. We have the
official numbers and we DID RECEIVE MORE
THAN WE SPENT -- but being a non-profit
organization, I hesitate to say we made a profit.
We “collected funds” to support our scholarships
and other training functions. According to our
Treasurer “We made $768”. Thanks to everyone
for your generous support of the Iron in Hat;
auction and classes. (details within)

Our new members for this month are: David
& Lana Smith – Middleburg; Jack & Darlene Bass – Longwood;
Jeffery Sanders – Ocoee; Fred Bauman – Williston; Matty Spinelli
– Okeechobee; Tom & Nancy Coleal – Panama City Beach;
Robert & Debra Brown – Casselberry; Larry & Tina Wilson –
Crawfordville; Martin & Pat Shimansky – Tallahassee; Tom &
Theresa Kessenger – Callahan and Simon Stomer – Panama City.
WELCOME!

Welcome back to FABA (some have renewed).
Our current membership is 220 families/
organizations and I am hoping that more than half
of the folks dropped last month will renew. Come
on folks – RENEW your dues.
As we look forward to the HOLIDAY SEASON
– There are many activities to share and enjoy
with family and friends. Each one celebrates
with his own tradition so just make sure you take
time from your “busy blacksmithing schedule”
to ENJOY the season. Happy Thanksgiving and
Merry Christmas. Each of us have the skills to “make a Christmas
Gift”; so why not do it this year rather than support all the BOX
stores. Your family would really appreciate it and it may become a
family heirloom.
				

-Jerry Wolfe

SAFETY TIP: Here are some tips to keep your body functioning properly. Physical work can cause fatigue, which can lead to
mistakes and injuries. Protect your muscles, joints & work! Adjust the position of your work table/anvil so it’s comfortable, have
things positioned so you don’t need to reach for them, stretch before you begin working, find a stable, comfortable standing
position, if possible, lift one foot onto a stand, keep your back straight, keep your feet apart, with one foot in front of the other,
keep your elbows close to your body and support your arms, place items you are working on at waist or elbow level, select tools
that are the right weight for you, remember, technique is more important than power, hold tools properly, take breaks and stretch
whenever possible

IRON ROSE FOR NORWAY

Oslo’s blacksmiths are building a sculpture of forged roses made by smiths from all over the world, to honor the victims of the
unimaginable violence in Oslo July 22, 2011 and to let the love grow from hammers and fire. Please go to Facebook and click LIKE
to support.
A rose is a strong symbol of love that represents hope and opportunities. The Rose has become a powerful symbol of compassion in
Norway after the gruesome attack 7-22-2011. Hundred thousands of roses in Oslo’s streets shows people’s engagement. Our wish is
to complement this in iron.
The world’s blacksmiths are invited to forge a rose about 40 cm high (15 3/4 inches) . No finishing is needed. Oslo’s smiths will build
a sculpture of the roses. Sketches of the sculpture will be posted on this page. Follow the project on Facebook. Many thanks for your
participation.
Best regards from Tobbe Malm and Tone Mörk Karlsrud Oslo Norway
Please send your rose before 12-31-2011 to:
Iron Rose
c/o Sjur Smed
Verksgata 6
1353 Baerums Verk
Norway

UPCOMING EVENTS

The calender includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome
everywhere. Come to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month:
NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our
meetings are informal gatherings around the forge. Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting,
bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If
you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:
Northeast Region
Northwest Region
Southeast Region 		
Southwest Region

Butch Patterson 		
Billy Christie 		
Ralph Nettles 		
Lisa Anne Connor

904-964-2499		
850-421-1386 		
561-747-5489 		
813-977-3743 		

MEETINGS

bpattr@yahoo.com
chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
ralphnettles@msn.com
MelisandeAubrey@hotmail.com
MAP FOR SE MEETING

SW December 10 - Please consider joining us at Bethany and

Patrick Ford’s place, 5352 Wauchula Road, Myakka, FL, 34251
for our Holiday Gathering and Hammer-In on December 10th,
starting at 9 am! Bring a luncheon item to share and any items for
the “Buck-in-the-Bucket”!

SE December 17 - Tanah Keeta
NW December 10 - Rex & Mary Ellen Anderson’s shop:
1221 Vista Road Monticello Fl 32344

NE

December 10 - NOT THE 1st SATURDAY - Our Christmas gathering is at Allen and Chloe Hardwicke’s house near Altoona. The date is the SECOND Saturday December 10th. There
will be demonstrations at the forge, fire in the outdoor fireplace, a
good meal and lots of conversation. Please bring a covered dish
to share.

MAP FOR NW

MAP FOR SW MEETING

Bradenton-Arcadia Road
MAP FOR NE MEETING
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REPORT FROM THE SOUTHWEST by Lisa Anne Conner
The SW Region met on the 24th at Wolfe Forge to watch Jerry demonstrate several techniques for his Annual Candlestick
Projects. With lots of input and willing assistants, he demonstrated a couple of different ways to twist tubular metal, expounding on
Mr. Happney’s demonstrations at Barberville. Trez Cole also did a quick demo and continued his series on hammers and hammering
techniques. Our raffle was a great success, with many handmade items on the table, including one of the new, limited edition
blacksmiths’ mugs designed by Lisa Anne.
REPORT FROM PIONEER DAY by John Boy Watson and Billy Christie
On October 15, 2011, the Panhandle Pioneer Settlement in Blountstown, Florida had their Annual Pioneer Day. Willard Smith
and company had coordinated all of the day’s activities like a well oiled piece of machinery. The Blacksmith Shop was open and the
activities started early and ended late. We had a good number of FABA smiths taking turns demonstrating at the forge all day. The list
included Ron Childers, Jerri Ivey AKA “Red”, Mark Stone, Keith Ivey, John Boy Watson, John and Dot Butler. Collectively a number of
items were made from railroad spikes, 1/4” square, 1/4” to 1/2” round stock.
The shop was never empty of spectators, who were amazed with the noise, fire, and the final finish of the item being forged.
In addition to having fun all day, we were able to pass out a few membership applications, and we had Dot on hand to accept them on
the spot. And we do expect that a few were turned in.
This type of activity is a perfect example of the relationship that people, of every walk of life, want to maintain with the past as
the future over runs them and us. Thanks to everyone involved.
As a side note, John Boy is the President of the Wakulla County Old Tractors Club and arranged for a number of old tractors
to be displayed for the day, with three brought by him. Sally Watson, who is a spinner and knitter, was dressed in period attire and had
her spinning wheel producing yarn all day.
The long and the short of this is that we supported Willard and the Settlement all day. This in turn enriched each of us. What a
blessing all the way around. Until next time, we wish you a safe and happy hammering to each and every one of you.
P.S. It was great to see everyone at the Annual Conference in Barberville; I hope that a good time was had by all.
CONFERENCE REPORT by Dot Butler, FABA treasurer
This is a preliminary report on conference. Sorry it took me this long but after we left the conference, I promptly lost my voice, which
developed into a challenging cold. Some of the numbers may move slightly, I believe Jim has a couple items for me but this is a
good sense of the conference. I find these numbers are positive considering the weather, which did show in our show up on the day
registrants.
Auction $4231.50
Buck in the bucket $378
Registration $5652 (includes registration, classes & Sat eve meal)
T-shirt sales $2010
T-shirt cost $1697.70
We made $312.30 on t-shirts

A “SIT DOWN” ANVIL by Clyde Payton
Finally, I escaped the confinements of denial and admitted to myself that my feet
would not hurt as much if I would sit down while forging at the anvil. To this end, I built
myself a “sit down” anvil. I use it in conjunction with other tools/equipment for a forge
station especially designed for one who needs to sit while working. In addition to the
anvil, other “sit down” equipment includes a gas saver (with pilot light attachment) which
is my forge fire, a shortened leg vise, small work table, small slack tub, and a comfortable
stool with back rest. All this equipment is mounted on swivel casters for easy moving and
placement. I can sit on my swivel stool and easily use all this gear (much to my delight)
without having to stand. This adaptation naturally limits the size of forgings one can
handle. But it’s perfect for the “hobbyist” and smaller forge work.
This “roll about” anvil is a very handy way to set up a small anvil (no more than
80 lbs.). It can be used as an auxiliary anvil, and is very handy to have in any shop, and it
works perfectly for light to medium forgings. (See picture)
The four 5-inch swivel casters are rated at 250 lbs. each. The base plate is one inch
mild steel plate 18 inches by 12 inches. The base plate is rimmed with 2”x 2” angle iron
to form a nice tool tray. The top mounting plate is 1/2 inch plate cut to the “foot print” of
the anvil. The post is 4”x 4” thick wall square tubing. Three-eight inch holes are drilled in
each of the four anvil feet in order to mount the anvil to the top mounting plate. The rest is

Total $10,261.50
Conference Expense $9493.84
We made $768

THE HAMMER - MYTH OR LEGEND by Francis (Trez) Cole
I have been studying hammers and hammering techniques for some time now and some of the information I have found is very eye
opening. Let’s start with the type of hammers blacksmiths use. What is a hammer? In its simplest form, it is a shaped lump on steel on
the end of a wooden stick with which you hit metal. The shape of that lump varies in style from region to region, as well as personal
style to one’s vision of the work to be done and the desired outcome of the work. The debate will go on for years which type is best - I
am sure of that. The purpose of this article is to look at hammers on the market, what they do, how they do it and the effects it has on
the metal and each and every one of us in the field. There will be those of us who have their favorite hammer; if it works for you, great.
This will help blacksmiths, new and experienced, as a resource on hammers so you can get the the best hammer for the money.
What do you expect to do with your hammer? Looking at the shape of hammer faces there are two types: flat & rounded. There are
many variations and combinations of these hammers faces. A German style, rounding hammer, cross peen, straight peen, ball peen,
Swedish style, French style, Dutch style, Japanese style, Scythe style, Hofi style, to name a few. All have a flat and/or round face to the
hammer. The flat face of the hammer is to make smooth and flat marks on the metals surface, the rounded part is designed to move the
metal in a radiating shape or in a straight line to help move metal faster in a given direction. The blacksmith must choose the hammer
which best meets their needs.
Let’s look at the Japanese style hammer first. Its design is a shape of function. It has a lot of mass on a short curved handle. Why? Well
look at a samurai sword and the shape of the blade. It is faceted & those facets run the length of the blade. As the bladesmith works the
shape of the blade, the angle the hammer falls on is in alignment to the blade’s facets. Another hammer of similar shape is a dog face
hammer used by file makers for the same reason - he is always cutting on an angle.
So those are the exceptions, now let’s look at the rest of the hammers. You can only strike with a hammer 5 ways: flat, toe edge, heal
edge, right side edge and left side edge. The reason to stike a hammer on its toe (the edge away from you) is to move metal towards you.
The heal of the face will move metal away from you and the right and left side edge will move the metal to the sides. The flat strike will
clean up any strike marks and make the metal smooth. I see this as the Habermann method although others have claimed it as their
own. The real question is where did they get the enlightenment to think of this.
What happens when you hit a piece of metal at the right temperature on an anvil with a hammer? The force of the hammer comes in
contact with the metal and it spreads as it absorbs the impact. Then it gets to the point where it will not move any more. The hammer
then recoils, helping the hammer back up into the striking position. Managing this motion is the goal to get the most amount of work
with the least amount of energy expended. This is where Newton’s 2nd law comes into play. (Acceleration (a) of a body is parallel &
directly proportional to the net force (F) and inversely proportional to the mass (m), F = ma.) If you could swing a 50 pound hammer
at 10 ft per second, you archive 500 foot pounds of force and if you could swing a 2 pound hammer 250 ft per second it is lighter so
you can move it faster you would create the same amount of force. A 50 pound hammer has a much larger face so the impact mark
would cover more metal where the 2 pound hammer has a smaller face and would make a deeper mark in the same metal. By no
means do I want you to swing a 50 pound hammer unless you are a striker. Some farriers like a long handle with a light head, some
blacksmiths like a short handle with a 32 oz or larger head. Foot pounds is a mathematical game. It is deciding what will work best for
you. Personally I like a hammer 2 pounds with a 14” handle. It gives me the option to swing at full length or to choke up on the handle
for more controlled blows.
In looking at types of handles, we find that there are 3 types: wood, fiberglass and metal. It has been shown in a study by William
Dvorak, Oliver Haas, Leif Jentoft and Adam Kenvarg that the best hammer handle is fiberglass or steel with anti shock technology. This
study brings to light that the vibration that happens when the hammer hits the anvil is damaging to the hand and wrist; the low level
vibrations is what does the damage and it happens with in the first second after the strike. The new handles move the vibrations from
the low frequencies to the high frequencies in less than a second. These handles are also soft in texture helping even more. It does take
effort to get use to the new types of handles but the transition is worth the effort to have more protection for your body.
The vibration range that is produced from the hammer striking metal on the anvil comes in 2 forms: high and low frequencies. High
frequencies go away fast & will cause very little damage to the hand, wrist or elbow. Low frequencies are what cause damage: the handle
that transfers the low frequencies best is wood. Tests show that fiberglass and metal push the low frequencies out of the handle & they
become high frequencies faster, protesting the body better. I know this comes as a shock but the science is sound. For new smiths, the
hardest skill to learn is hammering. I bought one of each to see how they work. I was able to get use to the fiberglass faster. However,
I do like the feel of the metal handle. The great advantage of these hammers is that they can be bought at Lowe’s or Home Depot for
around $20.00 & it’s a great starting point for the beginning blacksmith and a great exercise for the experienced one. The face of the
hammer will have to be dressed. Years ago, while working as a Chef, there were many chefs that tried to convince new cooks that the
$150.00-$400.00 knife was the way to go. It will make them a better chef. But I believe that a $20.00 knife was the way to learn how to
use, care for and make mistakes. I think the same is true with blacksmithing & hammers. You can learn to make your own as you gain
experience.

In holding a hammer as a smith you are guiding it to the target. Your hand should be wrapped around the handle with a loose grip,
your fingers should not touch the base of your thumb. While you swing, if someone took hold of the hammer, it should come out of
your hand. As far as your thumb goes, using it on top of the handle for light blows off anvil is fine - like starting a scroll. But heavy
blows will damage the nerve in your hand. Next we will look at ergonomics.
Anvil height is a personal thing and there are many factors in the mix. First if it is just the surface the hammer contacts then your
knuckles should just touch the face of the anvil. If you are using a guillotine tool in your hardy hole then your knuckles should touch
the top die when in place. Or a top and bottom swedge tool that is hit by a hammer the same height should come in play. One of the
options is to make anvils to hold guillotine or swedge tools to the height you need. So having anvils at different heights is not a bad
thing. It is not one height fits all.
What is ergonomics? It is the science of fitting the workplace conditions and the job demands. “Ergo” meaning work and “nomics”
meaning natural law: it is the study of how we work and how it affects our body. How do we apply ergonomics principles in the work
place? There are 2 elements. One is static work & the other is force. Static work refers to the musculoskeletal effort required to hold a
position. Force refers to the amount of tension our muscles generate.
The risk factors are prolonged exertion of the hands, heavy lifting, pushing, pulling, vibrations, cold and prolong awkward posture. The
level of effect on the body comes from the intensity, frequency and the amount of time spent on the task.
“All work activities should permit the worker to adopt several different, but equally healthy and safe positions. Where
muscular force has to be exerted it should be done by the largest appropriate muscle group available. Work activities should be
performed with the joints at about mid-point of their range of movement. This applies particularly to the head, trunk, and upper limbs”.
(Corlett 1983)
The father of ergonomics is F. M. Alexander (1869-1955). He lost his voice to chronic laryngitis & as an actor that didn’t fare well for
him. So he developed a technique of stretching which is a lot like Tai Chi and that was the start of the study of ergonomics. It becomes a
life style of movement.The neck should be free. The head be forward from the spine to allow the torso to fan open. Allow the legs to
release from the hip joint. Allow the shoulders to release and hang on the rib cage.
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has guidelines for ergonomics, so let’s look at them to see how hammering fits
into them. Hand tools should have soft handles. The handle should not have finger groves. Handles should be angled.
Understanding the basic of ergonomics what are the key points to being a healthy and safe blacksmith.
Static work
In standing at the anvil, your body position is very important factor. So let’s look at a basic anvil London pattern - as a blacksmith you
want two types of edges on your anvil a soft (rounded corner) and a hard (sharp corner) - one on each side. So to work these edges you
have to stand on the side of the anvil. Your feet should be shoulder width apart & even with each other. Knees slightly bent and relaxed.
Your hammer should land in the center of the face of the anvil. As a chef I taught new cooks motor skills and the example I used was
an imaginary line from corner to corner in an “X” on the cutting board. One line of the X was the knife and the other line was your
hand holding the food. Well the same applies to use of the anvil: one hand holding the hammer and the other hand holding material
to be forged. This basic stance helps with your shoulders, giving your upper body variation. Moving one foot forward to work the far
side of the anvil or one foot back to work the near side is a good habit - this changes your body alignment while keeping you in balance,
allowing you to have several ergonomically acceptible positions. When you use a tool in your hardy hole you want to stand at the heal
of the anvil; that way you are working over the tool and you can see it while you strike. While working the horn you should work on a
diagonal this will give you more surface area and keep your stock from wanting to corkscrew as you draw it out. I feel the horn should
be on the side that you feel most comfortable with I mainly work with the horn to my left - I am right handed. I have switched it to the
right on occasion depending what I am working on. I like the shop to be mobile rather than stationary; many blacksmiths use a triangle
arrangement (forge, anvil and vice) I like a half circle where I can add or take away tools as needed to fit the job at hand. Remember
movement is energy used.
Force
Your swing of the hammer, like a golf swing, can only get good by practice. So with all the movement your arm does, how can you
protect yourself? Let’s start at the point where the hammer hits metal & work up from there. This is the method for a heavy hammer.
Your grip should be loose on the handle. Your wrist should be straight, elbow bent. Remember that a joint should be used only at 50%
of its full range - most blacksmiths work their elbow in the 75% range which is ok. You do not want to be straight armed or less than
50%. There will be shock created from the impact of your hammer on the metal which will bounce the hammer & help in return for
the next swing. This will also create vibrations in the handle. To minimize this, good handle selection is important. As your hammer
bounces off the anvil you should bend at the wrist first then bend your elbow & rotate at the shoulder then extend you elbow and
deliver the next strike. This way you will have full range of motion, using all muscle groups to move the hammer & reduce dependence
on a single muscle group. With good ergonomics in mind you should have different swings for different weights of hammers & different
styles of hammers. No one system of swinging a hammer is good for the body; variation is the key to a good ergonomic balance.

Notes from Kirk Sullens’ Hollow Form Metal Working by Jim Croft
Our project was the head of a lioness. Our pattern was a photograph of a lioness taken from her right front, almost, but not quite, a
profile shot. Our material was 14-gauge mild steel plate. The technique will work for somewhat heavier metal and for much lighter as
well. Kirk showed an Altoids mint tin that he had decorated - very thin metal indeed! At first glance, 14-gauge seemed a bit heavy for
beginning students, but it did not prove to be so. It is light enough to work fairly easily, but heavy enough to provide sufficient material
to stretch and take on the desired form, and it is durable.
We used lead plates for backing for our projects. Lighter or softer metals can use bags of sand or pitch for backing, and any weight can
be worked over stake tools. The lead plates were surprisingly durable. Kirk told us they can be used for several projects, and then can
be re-melted and re-cast and used some more. The plates looked to be about 1/2” thick, and were considerably smaller than the project
material, and they worked well.
This was a busy, hands-on class, with no time for note-taking. I took these notes in the evening back at the motel, while the class was
still fresh in my mind.
Kirk is a good instructor. His explanations are clear and easily understood. He furnished a variety of tools – hammers, chisels, and
butchers – so that the students were not required to furnish their own tools.
Now to the meat of this article - the step-by-step class notes:
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Prepare for work by rubber-cementing a copy of the pattern to the work material (keep a good copy to look at while working)
Examine the pattern and pick out the high points of the design. The high points are simply the parts that will be raised the most.
Look for and mark edges. Not only the edges of the whole pattern, but also edges where there is a marked difference in the
elevation of the components – in our lioness, for instance, where the upper lip overlapped the lower, and where the holes of the
nostrils were overlapped by the flesh of the nostril.
Outline the entire object, and also the overlapping features. Use a chisel or even better, a butcher. A butcher is a chisel-like tool, but
it has a shoulder on one side that presses the material on that side down to start providing relief. Butchers come in different widths,
and in sets of three, with graduated shoulders – the first in the set has very little shoulder (1st pass butcher); the second, a more
angled shoulder (2nd pass butcher); and the third, an almost square shoulder (flatter). The edges of the flatter are slightly rounded
so that they do not leave marks on the material. If the project calls for it, you may have additional butchers with intermediate
angles between the first pass butcher and the flatter.
Turn the metal over, hammering on the back side, raise the highlights that were previously chosen, then expand from them. The
general rule is that everything is raised to the height of the lowest relief before going on to raise the next higher portion. The last
part to be raised is the part with the highest relief.
After raising an overlapping area, turn to the front of the project and use a second or third pass butcher to follow the outline of
the overlap to lower the background adjacent to the overlap. Turn the flat side of the butcher toward the higher area, so that the
shoulder presses the lower area down to give relief at the overlap.
As needed, straighten the project. Do this by hammering on the waste (the part outside the object being raised), or by clamping the
project to the work table and go around the outline using the 2nd or 3rd butcher. It may be necessary to use a combination of these
techniques. On larger pieces or thicker material, it may be necessary to do this with heat, either from a forge or torch. You can hold
your butchers with tongs or vise-grips to protect your hand from heat.
Do the butchering of overlapped areas as you come to them, do not wait until the whole project is raised. It will be much more
difficult to do if you wait.
Raising a project takes time and patience. Pay attention to details as you go along. Do not be in a hurry! In the space of a threehour class, we received instruction, and then made a good start on the project. We were given the technique, so that we would be
able to complete the project later, at home.

Tools can be bought for raising, but they are rather expensive, and quite a collection of tools are required to do good work, so it makes
sense to make your own as much as possible. We are blacksmiths, right? Hammers can be made from scratch, but they can also be
made from other types of hammers. Ball-peens hammers are cheap and plentiful at flea-markets, particularly if they do not happen
to have a handle. If they are to be forged into their new shape, the handle will have to be removed, anyway. Many body hammers are
close to being useful for raising, and need only a bit of face dressing to make good raising hammers. Punches, chisels, and butchers can
be made from S-7, from automotive coil springs, hay rake teeth, or flea market chisels. If you make your own tools, you will be able to
have any special shape or size you need.

Jim A. Corbet receives FABA Doctorate Award
The prestigious FABA Doctorate Award was presented at
this year’s annual conference to Jim Corbet. This award
is not a yearly, nor a common presentation. The FABA
Doctorate is based on an individuals’ promotion of the
craft of blacksmithing.
Jim Corbet and his wife Gloria have been founding
members from the very beginning of FABA. They were
also instrumental in SERBC, now known as SBA. Jim has
helped in the Barberville Pioneer Settlement blacksmith
shop for many years. His knowledge and willingness to
share is a good example to all of us. Congratulations Jim!

2011, Barberville conference, J. Butler awards Jim Corbet

2011 FABA Conference photos : from Barberville

petal project

repairing tables

2011 FABA Conference photos : cont’d

Kirk Sullens teaching hollow form class

Ron Childers teaching railroad spike knife class

Ben Franklin was at the conference

2011 FABA Conference photos : cont’d

Lyle Herricks teaching stained glass class

Lisa Anne’s bead class

Lewis Riggleman

2011 FABA Conference photos : cont’d

the cooks

(left to right) Peter Happny, Billy Christie, Hank Kuczwara, Peter Happny

John Watson

2011 FABA Conference photos : cont’d

Juan Holbrook

Jordan Thomas

Kirk Sullens

Mission San Luis in Tallahassee, offering classes in beginning blacksmithing
1st and 4th Saturdays of each month:
10:00 am – 3:00 pm
Ages 13 and up
Museum members: $60
General Public: $80
Join us at the Mission San Luis forge for an introduction to blacksmithing. Start the day learning to build & maintain a fire in a
traditional Spanish-style forge. Using basic techniques of fire and hammer, create your own masterpiece. Leave tired and inspired.
Participants must bring a lunch and wear long pants and closed-toe shoes. (great holiday gift idea)
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FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.
Date __________ New

Renewal ______

Name_________________________________
Spouses Name__________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
City
State
Zip
Phone:________________________________
E-Mail________________________________
Check here to receive newsletter by PDF______

FABA
Officers
FABA
Officers

941-355-5615		
941-355-5615
850-997-6986		
850-997-6986
850-539-5742		
850-539-5742
850-567-6464		
850-567-6464
850-668-9527		
850-668-9527
561-436-8555
850-997-2748 		
850-997-2748		
352-473-5228
352-473-5228		
850-878-8537
850-878-8537		
561-747-5489
561-747-5489		
813-977-3743
813-977-3743
706-850-7988		

wolfeforge@hotmail.com
wolfeforge@hotmail.com
-unknown-unknownTreasurer@blacksmithing.org
Treasurer@blacksmithing.org
fernforge@comcast.net
fernforge@comcast.net
markham62@comcast.net
markham62@comcast.net
Editor@blacksmithing.org
rexaanderson@embarqmail.com
rexaanderson@embarqmail.com
firebrandforge@hotmail.com
firebrandforge@hotmail.com
Ron@munlaw.net
Ron@munlaw.net
ralphnettles@msn.com
ralphnettles@msn.com
melisandeaubrey@hotmail.com
melisandeaubrey@hotmail.com
editor@blacksmithing.org			

Credit Card Visa__ MC__ Discover__
#_____________________________________
V code_____ Exp Date___________
Signature______________________________
Your FABA membership begins when your application and
membership fee is received. Membership is per family and lasts one
year. Send $25.00 fee and application to:
Dorothy Butler, FABA Treasurer
777 Tyre Road
Havana, FL 32333

Any fees incurred by returned checks will be passed back to the member.

